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Abstract

Planning consists of selecting a course of actions to achieve
the desired goals, and assigning enough resources to ensure
successful execution of the chosen actions. Most planners
do not distinguish these phases, and do both action selec-
tion and resource assignment using the same algorithm. We
will show that this strategy severely curtails the scale-up
potential of existing planners, including such recent ones
as Graphplan and Satplan. Moreover, if some of the allo-
cated resources become unavailable during plan execution,
re-planning is needed. In response, we propose a novel
planning framework in which resource allocation is teased
apart from planning, and is handled in a separate "schedul-
ing" phase. We disregard resources during planning and this
expedites the detection of inherently unsolvable problems.
Moreover, if there are enough resources to overcome any
resource conflict in the plan, scheduling is trivial and in-
dependent of the actual resource level. We categorize the
remaining spectrum of problems based on how efficiently
the scheduling can be done. We implement a prototype of
our approach on top of the Graphplan algorithm and present
promising results. Another benefit of our approach is that
if a plan fails during execution, only necessary resource re-
allocation is needed and not complete re-planning.

Motivation

Our starting point is the hypothesis that by not handling re-
sources separately during planning, planners do inefficient
reasoning. Let us take one of the recent planners, GRAPH-
PLAN (Blum & Furst 1995), and give it a blocks world
problem where there are a set of blocks on the table and
they can be moved from one place to another using robots.
The objective is to put all the blocks in the goal state con-
figuration when given the initial state to start with. For any
given problem, i.e., initial and goal state pair, now vary the
number of robots that are available. Figure 1 shows the
performancex result of one such experiment. Notice that
the total planning time, GP-TOT, for the problem increases

ZThe problem used in all the reported experiments, unless
otherwise stated, is taken from the multiple robots version of
blocks_facts_shuffle problem in the GRAPHPLAN system.
We will refer to it simply as the shuffle problem.
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Figure 1: Performance of GRAPHPLAN on a blocks world
problem with varying number of robots. By providing 8 in-
stead of 1 robot, the total planning time GP-TOT is slowed
by an order of magnitude I Time taken during planning
graph expansion (GP-G) and search (GP-S) by GRAPH-
PLAN both increase with the number of robots.

with the number of robots. In fact, by providing 8 robots in-
stead of 1 robot, the planning time is slowed by an order of
magnitude! The results are very counter-intuitive because
one would hope that as the number of robots increase, any
bottleneck due to the unavailability of robots will disappear.
Thus, the planning problem should become easier, and not
more difficult.

What is happening? On closer inspection of the plan-
ning trace, we notice that the planner is trying to en-
sure that using robot1 to move bloekA should not inter-
act adversely with other choices like using robot2 to move
bloekA, robot3, robot4, etc. As the number of robots in-
crease, so does the planners job in checking these interac-
tions. GRAPHPLAN (as well as planners based on it like
SATPLAN (Kautz & Selman 1996)) work by creating a dis-
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junctive partial plan representation called plan graph and
extracting solution through search. A plot of the planning
graph expansion and search time is also shown in Figure 1.
Note that both of them, GP-G and GP-S, increase with the
number of robots.

More resources lead to the increase in the planning graph
size and consequently the cost of plan search in the its
space. Specifically, the cost of planning in Graphplan is
O(wt), where w is the width of the planning graph and 
is the length of the solution found. As the resources (e.g.
number of robots in blocks world) increase, l tends to re-
duce while w increases. However, ! does not reduce indef-
initely, while w does increase monotonically with resource
increase. Thus, the net effect is that the performance de-
grades with increased resources.

Scheduling as a Post.planning phase

One can reduce both graph expansion and search overheads
by abstracting the resources needed by actions during plan-
ning (and avoiding checking all interactions between them)
and obtaining the maximally parallel plan. A successful
plan ensures that all facts that do not need resources are
correctly achieved by that plan. A straightforward method
for resource allocation is to assign a new or freed resource
to any step that is involved in a resource conflict. Suppose
that this method needs R resources. Now for all problems
with resources N >__ R, the same scheduling technique can
be applied. As the number of resources decrease, the sched-
uler has to serialize the plan in line with the resource limi-
tation. This may involve moving the parallel steps to less-
constrained levels and introducing steps to release unnec-
essary allocations and re-allocate them where needed. Fi-
nally, for the most resource constrained problems (normally
1 resource), we get the maximally serial plan.

Here are the resource allocation classes (See also Fig-
ure 3):

¯ Class INH-UNSOLV: If the problem is inherently un-
solvable (for example, when some effects can never be
achieved), considering or discarding resources during
planning will not make any difference to plan generation
but will help to create the planning graph faster. Hence,
the problem can be handled by the planner more effi-
ciently.

¯ Class INFRES: If indeed the resources are sufficient
enough that no resource conflict is created among the
needed operators, the scheduling view of the problem
is the same as if there are infinite resources. For the
shuffle problem, 5 robots (R) are enough to overcome
all resource conflicts in a plan and there is no reason why
problems with 5 or more robots should take more time.

¯ Class FINRES: The remaining case is when the num-
ber of resourcer are small enough to cause resource con-

Resource Asiumption/None

[ PLANNER1

NO

, YES

Figure 2: The unified planning-scheduling framework.

flicts but the problem is inherently solvable. This case
can be decomposed based on the difficulty of the re-
source scheduling problem into a number of more spe-
cific sub-classes. It turns out that we can handle many of
these sub-classes through post-planning scheduling ap-
proaches without any backtracking. Due to their com-
plexity, they are discussed later.

As the scheduling problem becomes harder, we must
consider the cost-benefit of scheduling separately versus
performing it in the planning algorithm itself because the
plan graph is small to begin with. Moreover, in the extreme
case of one resource, no postponement of resources during
planning can help scheduling because no parallelization of
actions is possible.

Proposed Approach

We propose a unified algorithm that accepts a domain
description along with optional annotation for resources,
makes the most optimistic assumption about resource avail-
ability, finds a plan modulo these assumptions, and then al-
locates resources to produce the correct final plan. (Also
see Figure 2 and later section for details). We first need to
describe what resources are. We assume that a resource is
any object for which actions may contend and which is sec-
ondary (name is unimportant to the user) in a domain. The
user would want the planner to satisfy certain conditions
(goals) but which resource objects are utilized to complete
the plan is of no concern. Resource are identified either by
the domain expert or through automated methods. We can
assume that a resource is a type such that no object of that
type figures explicitly in the goal specification. If no objects
of a type are required in the goal, these objects as well as
the corresponding type is secondary. The definition can be
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I[ Actions by level # Robotseasily used in the blocks world domain to detect that robot
is a resource type. In more complex domains like logistics,
there are additional modeling issues which will be consid-
ered in future. As resource modeling is an orthogonal issue,
all of our results will still be applicable.

The planner can be least committed about the identity
of resource and postpone interactions among equivalent re-
sources. After planning is complete, a scheduler can de-
cide which resources to actually allocate. We have imple-
mented this approach on top of Graphplan algorithm, and
the resulting planner not only is more rational in its treat-
ment of resources (e.g., does not worsen with increased re-
sources), but also outperforms Graphplan on several bench-
mark problems.

Another benefit of the approach is during plan execution
when the user can easily specify the changed resource en-
vironment and obtain new plans. In a traditional planner
which does integrated planning and scheduling, if some al-
located resource becomes unavailable during plan execu-
tion, the whole plan has to be re-done or plans have to be
enumerated until the correct plan for the new environment
is found. In our case, only necessary resource re-allocation
is needed because the different plans for the problem vary
in how they allocate or de-allocate resources.

Here is an outline of the rest of this paper. We develop
a planning formalism to abstract resources during planning
and schedule them in a separate phase. We proceed to dis-
cuss the various classes of the resource scheduling prob-
lem and how we can handle them. Next we show through
empirical results that our method is effective. Finally we
conclude with a discussion of future directions.

A new planning formalism
See Figure 2 for a schematic overview of our approach.
Since we do not know, in general, about the difficulty of
scheduling problem from the level of resources in a prob-
lem, we start from the most relaxed resource assumption
and slowly restrict it. Or we can decide to not consider
resources separately at all and do conventional planning.
Suppose we make infinite resource assumption. We give
the problem to the planner which returns a solution plan.
If the problem is unsolvable, we flag failure. Else we give
the plan to the scheduler for resource allocation. If an allo-
cation is successful based on the resource assumption, we
have success. Otherwise, the resource assumption is tight-
ened and resource availability is checked before another it-
eration is started. If we knew about the correct resource
assumption at the start, we would have avoided the unnec-
essary scheduling iterations.

Here is an outline of our proposed approach:

1. Identify resources: The system can take explicitly speci-
fied resources or derive resources based on the definitions
presented in the previous section.

Step [
1

2
3
4
5
5
6
6
7
8
9
10

Unstack_RO BOT_blockF_blockE
U n stack_RO B OT_bl ock E_bl ock D
Unstack_RO BOT_blockD_blockC
Unstack_RO BOT_blockC_blockB
Putdown_RO BOT_blockC
U nstack_RO B OT_bl ock B_bl ock A
S tack_RO BOT_block F_blockC
P ickup_RO B OT_block A
S tack_RO B O T_bl ock B_bl ock F
S taek_RO B OT_bloek E_block B
S tack_RO B OT_block A_bl ock E
S tack_RO B OT_bl ock D_bl ock A

1
2
3
4

Table 1: Solution of shuffle problem in the Blocks World
problem. ROBOT variable must be assigned appropriate
value determined by scheduling phase. The number of re-
sources needed at each level is also shown.

2. If no resource information is available or resources
are so low (say one) that postponing them is counter-
productive, perform conventional planning.

3. Suppose some of the objects are defined as resources.
Planning proceeds as follows:

(a) Assign dummy values to resource variables in the ini-
tial state and goal state such that equivalent resources
have the same dummy value.

(b) Do not compute interference relationships (mutexes)
between resource equivalent operators. Operators may
still interfere due to other preconditions/effects.

(c) Complete planning.

4. Once we obtain a plan, allocate resources to the actions
in the plan using any scheduling criteria. Resolving re-
source conflicts may in fact mean inserting more steps
into the plan to make equivalent resources available. We
present two techniques to schedule resources. If we re-
alize that scheduling is becoming no simpler than when
done in planning itself, we may decide to call the original
planning algorithm itself.

5. Return a valid final plan. As long as we ensure that all
facts achieved during the planning phase were not un-
done by resource scheduling, the final plan is sound.

Scheduling Resources
An example of the plan generated by disregarding any

inter-resource conflict during planning (which corresponds
to infinite resource assumption) is shown in Table 1 where
the specific robot to be used is unknown. We setup the
resource allocation problem as a constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP) by treating actions needing a resource 
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variables and posting codesignation and non-codesignation
constraints according to whether the actions can have
the same resource allocated or not. For this, we only
have to consider facts (effects and preconditions of ac-
tions) which relate to at least some resource object (e.g.
arm- empty_ROBOT or holding_ROBOT_bloekA).
This is because interactions involving facts with only non-
resource objects (e.g. clear_blockA) would have been han-
dled during planning itself.

We visit the plan level-by-level and define the span (sim-
ilar to causal link in partial-order planners (McAllester
& Rosenblitt 1991)) of allocation of resources. A span
starts from the effect of one action that needs a resource
and ends at the pre-condition of another action that needs
that effect. These two actions must have the same re-
source allocated. Two actions at the same level cannot
have the same resources (we are considering non-sharable
resources). Moreover, all actions that fall within a span
and which either delete or give the same effect (bearing re-
sources) as in a span must be allocated differently from the
two actions that form that span.

The resource allocation problem is now ready for solv-
ing. Our approach is to traverse the levels of the abstract
plan and for each unallocated span, check if there is a
tractable way to assign a resource. The check is made from
the easiest to the hardest allocation instance. If the CSP
problem was solved for all the levels in the abstract plan
within Class INFRES, this means that the bet made dur-
ing planning (causal reasoning) that sufficient or infinite re-
sources are available to handle all resource related interac-
tions paid off and we have a solution. Otherwise, we have
to free and reailocate resources as necessary.

Note that the scheduling algorithms can handle domains
with multiple resources. Since a valid plan must be allo-
cated resources with respect to all the resource types in the
domain, the intermediate plan is first scheduled with respect
to resources of one type, and then scheduled with respect to
any other types. The order in which the resources should
be scheduled may be important for scheduling efficiency
but not correctness of the final plan.

Scheduling with infinite resources (Class INFRES)

Class INFRES is compatible with the conventional CSP
problem where a set of variables have to be assigned val-
ues compatible with the given constraints. Any standard
CSP solver can be used in place of our algorithm as no new
actions (variables are inserted). In our implementation, 
resource pool is maintained to track the resource availabil-
ity. Now given an unallocated span, we simply allocate
a resource from the resource pool and propogate the con-
straints.

Classes of Resource Allocation Scheduling

INH-UNSOLV[5..10] INFRES FINRES

UNSOLV

[3..4] FIX

[2] SAMELEN

EASY

[ 1 ] INCRLEN
HARD

Figure 3:
scheduling problems. For the Shuffle problems, robot
numbers of each class are in brackets.

The relationship between different classes of

Scheduling with finite resources (Class FINRES)

In the previous section, we were making a plan with the
assumption that resources will always be available to avoid
any resource conflict (infinite resource assumption) and 
can solve a CSP thereafter. In the shuffle problem, the
CSP fails for robots less than 5 because 5 different resource
allocations are needed at levels 5 and 6.

Based on the level of resources, we can divide Class
FINRES into a number of sub-classes. Figure 3 summa-
rizes the classification.

Class UNSOLV occurs when the number of resources are
too small for any resource allocation to be feasible at all.
For example, blocks world with no robots or with 1 robot
but 2 blocks are being held.

Class FIX happens when a feasible schedule is obtain-
able through freeing and unfreeing of allocated resources
which are not immediately needed, in a certain way. New
actions will be added to free and reallocate resources dur-
ing scheduling.The restriction is that the original actions
in the plan (those actions which were present prior to
scheduling) are not moved and the length of the plan re-
mains the same. Shuffle problems with 3 and 4 robots
belong to this class.

Class SAMELEN happens when a feasible schedule is
obtainable through freeing and unfreeing of allocated re-
sources that are not immediately needed, in a certain way.
The original actions in the plan will need to be moved but
length of the plan is not allowed to increase. Shuffle
problem with 2 robots belongs to this class.
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¯ Class INCRLEN occurs when a feasible schedule is ob-
tainable through freeing and unfreeing of allocated re-
sources that are not immediately needed but the length of
the abstract plan must increase. New actions are added
and original actions will be moved which will cause the
length of the plan to increase. Shuffle problem with
1 robot belongs to this class. We give problems in this
class back to the original planner for solving it without
any resource reasoning in the normal way.

Scheduling Method 1

The general idea(Srivastava 1998) in this method is that 
traverse the plan level-by-level and go on allocating the re-
sources from the resource pool (Class INFRES) until 
face a resource scarcity at some level i. A scarcity sug-
gests a greater demand for a resource than its availability.
It can be resolved, provided the number of resources are
not low enough, by re-arranging the resource usage pattern
through plan adjustments. The approach to conflict resolu-
tion (Class FIX) is to go to a previous level (level i - 
of the plan and introduce a "freeing" action (plan) to de-
allocate a resource of an operator whose effect is not im-
mediately needed. In the process, we shrink the resource
demand by one for all the levels from level i to level j - 2
where level j is where the effect is needed again (’unfree-
ing’ action will be added at level j - 1 to re-allocate a re-
source). Another approach (Class SAMELEN) is to move
the unallocated action to a subsequent level where it can be
allocated. But the move may force the consumers of its ef-
fects and any other actions whose effects can be clobbered
by the potential move, to move too. The scheduling method
is not allowed to increase the plan length.

It turns out that we can handle Classes INFRES,
UNSOLV, FIX and SAMELEN without backtracking in
time polynomial with the length of the abstract. For the
remaining Class INCRLEN, we give the problem back to
GRAPHPLAN for planning without any resource assump-
tion because the complexity of scheduling is increasing
whereas due to lesser resources, the plan graph is not big.

Scheduling Method 2

A different idea(Srivastava 1998) that we have also im-
plemented involves a divide-and-conquer CSP phase that
comes after planning is over. Here is an outline:

1. Suppose the plan has 1..N levels.

2. If CSP fails on 1..N

(a) Divide it into 1..K and K..N (K < N).
(b) IfCSP succeeds on 1..K,

i. Add actions after level K to free allocated resources
but record current status of objects.

ii. Divide K..N into K..M and M..N such that objects
are needed after M (K < M < N).
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Figure 4: Plot showing the performance of planning
with infinite resource (here robot) assumption followed
by scheduling, and its comparison with original GRAPH-
PLAN where resources are handled during planning.

iii. Insert steps to reinstate the status of objects after M.
The new steps can be either included at existing lev-
els M or earlier or new levels are inserted in the plan
after level M.

iv. Recursively call self with levels od the plan as
K..M < insertedlevels > M..N.

(c) Else recursively call self with levels 1..K.

3. Else return success.

In the context of the plan shown in Table 1, we first set
up a CSP on the complete plan (levels 1 to 10) and see 
there is a consistent resource (robot) allocation. If such 
allocation is found, we have a solution. For robots 5..10,
we got such a solution straightaway. If the CSP fails, we
looked for a solution in 1..5 and 5..10 levels with a premise
that each robot used up after level 5 will be freed before it is
needed in the 5..10 section. We continue the binary divide
and conquer approach until we succeed in every sub-region.
In the extreme case of 1 robot, the CSP was eventually set
for each level. Though we have chosen to split in the mid-
dle of a range for convenience, we could have selected any
other point as well.

The recursive algorithm outlined above can enable the
extended GRAPHPLAN to solve the shuffle problem
with 1 to 4 robots as expected in the blocks world domain.
Currently, we solve the individual sub-allocation tasks for
all the classes of the scheduling problem (if task divison
is necessary) and assume successful plan merging (will 
implemented in future). Due to this reason, the technique is
used for class INFRES only.
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Performance of Graphplan v/s Planning+Scheduling
In 8-Block Inversion Problem In Blocks World
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Figure 5: Plot showing the performance of Graphplan
alongwith Planning followed by Scheduling method for 8-
block inversion problem.

Solving Problems

We compare planning followed by Scheduling Method 1
with the original GRAPHPLAN in Figure 4. As the figure
shows, problems in Class INFRES (robots 5 to 10) took
comparable time. Problems in Class FIX (robots 3 and 4)
take little more time as they have to insert new steps. For
the remaining Classes SAMELEN and INCRLEN, since we
undertake extra overhead for robots 1 and 2 which is not the
case for the rest of the problems, we see a dip in the figure
after robot 2.

The length of the plan with our approach is the same
as with original GRAPHPLAN in terms of the number of
steps . Also note that as the number of resources (here
robots) increase, the planning time is almost constant within
a scheduling class whereas the performance of GRAPH-
PLAN is adversely impacted.

Finally, in Figure 5, we see the performance of our
method on a different blocks world problem, namely, the
8-block inversion problem. Problems with robots 2 to 10
are in Class INFRES and the one with robot 1 is in Class
INCRLEN. The result clearly shows that planning followed
by scheduling can effectively help expedite planning in the
presence of resource.

Discussion and Conclusion
Until now, all of our discussion about resources in planning
has been centered around the GRAPHPLAN based system
which is a forward reasoning planner. We also tested our
thesis in a standard backward reasoning planner (UCPOP)
and found that the increase in robots does increase the plan-
ning time. The search space here gets large with increase

in robots as all possible clobberers of conditions have to be
considered for completeness.

Though our discussion has focussed on domains with
single resource type, the inefficiency from commitment to
resources during planning will worsen with multiple re-
source types. For example, in the logistics domain, trucks in
the same city and planes can be considered resources. Dur-
ing usual planning, committment to both of these resources
are made and this leads to more increased interactions.

Recently, some researchers (Nebel, Dimopoulos, 
Koehler 1997) have argued that GRAPHPLAN can perform
poorly if irrelevant facts are included in the planning prob-
lem. Note that robots are relevant in the blocks world do-
main as they facilitate the movement of blocks.

The complexity of changing plans for scheduling and
parallelization has been studied by Backstrom(Backstrom
1998). He defines deordering as the process of removing
over-commitments among the actions in the plan (new or-
dering is a subset of the old ordering) and reordering as
the process of changing ordering between actions (new or-
dering may be unrelated to the old ordering). Reordering
subsumes deordering. Our work can be loosely seen as de-
ordering actions in a plan and avoiding reordering by falling
back on original planner.

In summary, a new approach to planning was discussed
which combines concepts in planning and scheduling in or-
der to make planning efficient and scale planning to large
domains. We defined resources and discussed how as-
sumptions about their availability can impact planning and
scheduling, and developed two algorithms to explore han-
dling of resource interactions during these phases. We
demonstrated that the quantity of resources does not impact
the planning phase and subsequent scheduling can make the
overall scheme very competitive.
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